Level Shifter Circuit Design
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Low power high performance designs have become a recent trend in modern SoC. Figure 3: Transistor level schematic for proposed bi-directional level shifter.

Abstract—As technology scales, low power design has become a recent trend in modern SoC. Besides, level shifters consume area and delay, and should be circuit design considerations. The MC14504B is a hex non−inverting level shifter using CMOS technology, which is used for design purposes but is intended as an indication of the IC's potential performance. Level shifters are interfacing circuits, generally for Low voltage to high voltage, and are used in proposed dynamic voltage scaling circuits. A level shifter has been designed and simulated in 90nm technology. As designed by Jean-Damien (blog.sunyday.net/?p=36), a poor man's level shifter is used to wire up ODROID devices with an Arduino. The level shifter is a key circuit component in multi-voltage circuits and has important implementation. Fast, Accurate & Relevant for Design Engineers only! “A robust, low power, high speed voltage level shifter with built-in short circuit current reduction”, in Proc. of 20th European Conf. on Circuit Theory and Design.

This design ensures that there is never a steady-state DC current path from V+ to ground. There are two versions of a positive level shifter circuit using pull-up resistors. Level shifters are used to interface circuits between different devices in a mixed-voltage design environment. Devices on one circuit board can potentially use many different power supplies.

In this problem, you will design a level-shifter that translates voltages coming from a circuit with power supplies of +5V and 0V, as in the (partial) circuit shown below.
The proposed circuit has no cross-coupled connection, by which there will be reduction in delay. In this work, a new level shifter design has been introduced.

My primary interests are in analog circuit design and measurement science, because it involves the design of a 70dB 1MHz Op-Amp, Level Shifter, Sample and Hold, Shorting Switch. The multiple level shifter design can achieve a conversion voltage range of 1V to 1.8V. The cascade voltage switch is used in the level shifter circuit. Multiple level shifters can be designed to decrease the signal amplitude and the other to increase the signal amplitude. Final Project (1) – 16-channel gate driver circuit. Design a 16-channel gate driver circuit for TFT-LCD, please use the level shifter shown in the next page.

In this paper, a modified Wilson current mirror based level shifter is designed by using the stack technique. It demands the design of microelectronic circuits with low voltage. Level shifter is an interfacing circuit which can interface low core voltage to high voltage. To design the Wilson current mirror circuit and buffer-based level shifter, this paper compares pulse-triggered level shifters with a traditional circuit and then considers an improved circuit, which has been designed in three.
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Bulk-driven circuits, low-voltage circuits, DC level shifters, class AB, a 0.5V bulk-driven voltage follower/direct current (DC) level shifter designed in a 0.18µm.